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1. Introduction

The class of normalized bounded univalent functions / defined in U-
{zecllzl=t}, is

S(å) : {flf@: b(z*azzz+...), lf@)l = l, 0 -. b = l}.

The wish to estimate the coefficien ts ao for lower indexes z and at least for cer-

tain intervals of å has led to a sequence of more or less successful attempts and meth-

ods. In a set of papers the authors have specialized n the estimation technique,

applied mainly to an, which is based on an inequality obtainable by area integration

and called here the Power inequality l2l,l3l, 141, l7l. In the real subclass S*(å)c S(å)

the estimation of aahas recently been completed [1]. Therefore, testing the technique

available for somewhat higher indexes is relevant just now.

In the estimations mentioned the knowledge of the lower coefficient bodies,

denoted here by (or, ou), (qr, q", an\ etc., appeared to be of primary importance.

The range of au tn d2, cts, 44 \tas estimated by the aid of the Power inequality in [6].
Combining this with the knowled ge of (a2, dg, a) one can expect some improvement

of the following result [3]: au is maximized in S(å) on 0.685<å=1 by the mapping

of thetype 4:4(we referheretothenotationa::B of theslitdomainsconsistingof
U minus a collection of slits with a starting points and B>u>I endpoints; [6]i [7]).
It appears that even in the class S.(å) the whole interval e-zl'=b<l, expected

to be the best possible, caniot be reached. This clearly stresses what follows. In-
equalities sharp for new types of algebraic equality function are needed. -The
success in [1] was based on a process of this kind. Similarly, the importance and

difficulty of governing the lower coefficient bodies increases with the index.

The above conclusions are confirmed further when the Power inequality for the

coefficient a. in S*(å) is tested.
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2. Maximizing au in terms of at

According to [6] we have for au (the abbreviations / and yr.are taken from [6])

(1) ou-zo,on-f.a?+4aga"-+o6= !ft-b4\-bzag

- (y z+ b2 ar) Ä -t f(t r+ u' a r) los b - (a'- i 4) 
" 
rl

- (o, - * afl) t - t l(', - t'Z) @ 
" 
- af; - | + ba) - a z(y z + b' dl ;

lz: clt-2aza"*af;,

a : -tosblat- | + b,- (t *oå"),4 = o.

Rewrite this by the aid of a perfect squale term which includes an:

(2) au-f,1t-Ut) =_-Å-rlogb(y2*bza2-K)zg4-tlogbK?

- o -, (", - i o7)' 1o"- og- t + b,) + | ai- 3b, ai- ! ai:

K : 0oB b)-' ar\r- + o7+ t).

Disregarding the limits of anwe maximize the right side in yr:

(3) ar-!1t-un1=- aaT+2Bas+c;

.a : |+Of, =O for e-Lts <. b * I,

":(#-*)",,
g : (t-4bz)"e*(|*fu)*

po, ,-ztsafi= l, by maximizing the right side of (3) in terms of ar, we are similarly
led to the estimation

(4) o,-!s-un)=allr-.+u,+|H#"4
The equality here is reached on the parabola

(5) o,:ffioiä.

I
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The parabola (5) lies in the coefficient body (ar,ar) (cf. e.g. [8], p. 49) so far as

zlogb-12aZ=G-u\ffi7.
For the complementary values of a, the maximum of the right side of (3) is attained

on the lower boundary arc as:a\-l *b2 of (or, or).

Numerical evaluation yields the interval 0.66=b=l for which the right side

of (3) is non-positive. Thus on this interval

(6) an= *(r-bn),
and the equality is reached, as before, by the radial slit mapping 4:4.

4. On the coeftcient au

Let us start from the general form of the Power inequality in Se(å) ([7], (6), p'
177, xo:Q)1

Z!, t YI= )!n t<xfl'

Apply this, instead of f(z), to ffi and choose .fy':S. The numbers y"
(v: -5, ...,5) are polynomials of the ancoefficients which include the parameters

rn (v: - 5, . .. , 5). Introduce the new parameters ug: -k! -r, (k:1, ... , 5). From

3. The use oI (a2, ag, aa)

Some improvement can be expected when the limits of an in terms of a, and a,

are taken into consideration. From [7], p.285, we read out for 7r:

(.o"-]rZ-u",)'

-+G-b'\+toz-$+L77;ry;=t,

= ! o - u'> - ! "e - 
t -V;rEi:::)'

Applyrng this to evaluating the maximum of the right side of (2) in (ar, ar) we can

push the estimation (6) to the interval

0.625<-b=1.

The expected endpoint e-zt8-0.51 is clearly outside the scope of the Power in-
equality. A substantial improvement necessitates an inequality sharp for the alge-

braic extremal functions of the more specific type 3:4 or 2:4.
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the lower cnses we know to expect a maximizing inequality if the parameters are
chosen to satisfy !n:-!-y, xn:-x-r. Moreover, for the even coefficient a. we
may choose tt2:114:02 as:1. This leaves us the inequality

ZIu"y" = Zi+ (ur: un- o)

with

,, : * on- | o,o"+* 'r* "(+ ""- + "e)* 
!, u1a2* x,b't',

v, : * ou- o,on-f, 4+ # "u,-# af,+ u,(! o^- o,o,** 
"z)

* ut(+ 
"- + 'z)*| *'b'!tz az* xsbstz'

ls : + "r- ozas-+ asaa*2af;aE* + oza!-+ alar+ffi o,

* us(+',- a2aa- ],e+ + a;as- å,t)*,,(+ aa- + ",as**,r)

*xr blrz(+ ""-+ "g)*+ *rbsrzaz*x5b5t2'

xL :"(ro,-+ o?)o',',

{
x": i a2bstz,

,u: !bu,,.

There are left two free parameters u1 and as. From the experience gained from
lower coefficients we know that the choice of a1 and a, which eliminates aa and au

yields the maximum'for a, tn a, and ar. Hence, take

us: az, ur: *o"-*
and obtain for au

(7) o,-!g-uu)

=',l+ - + u' * (+ - +)', - # "z 
* (t o, + b - 3),,J * (| -', - *',),, .
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Again, we have to estimate the right side under the restriction given by the coefficient

body (a2, as).

To the potnt (ar, ar) one can find a restriction which is simpler than that implied

in the coefficient body. The coefficients 4n are limited, according to [5]' (50)' so that

b' Z{ v la nl' = F # bz"+rl laiv 12.

Setting .l[- 6 yields

2lorl'+ 3lorlu = b-2- 1 -b-'+y#.

According to the idea presented in [3] we may restrict ourselves to the cases laul>
,,

iT-tu), which implies for the point (ar,ar) the general restriction in 
^S"(å):

5

oZ -o? = r.Alp" q"

,':*lu--r-u-'ffffi1,
^2q":Tp".

Under this condition the right side of (8) remains non-positive for

where thus 
o'774=b=l'

)
au <- iQ-b)6'

The equality is attained by the radial slit mapping 5:5.

tu

tzl

t3I
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